The fundamental responsibility

The greatest thing you can do for yourself and the world is to become blissful...

Your fundamental responsibility is to be blissful. In your blissfulness you can perform any activity. But you are concerned about the investments you have made in certain direction in your life. “Will my investments go away?” Your money, your house, your education, these are not big investments. The biggest investment is you brought this life here – this living thing in you, life that is pulsating in you right now.

Your responsibility is always to make things grow, isn’t it? If you have children, you want to make them grow. If you have a business, you want to make it grow. If you have a profession, you want it to grow. So the most important thing that should grow is this one – the life in you, and it has come with unbound possibilities.

Your business or your career have not come with unbound possibility. Your children – as beings yes, they have come with unbound possibility, but as your children they have not come with unbounded possibility; as your children, there is a limitation, isn’t it? Because there is only so much that you can help in their growth. But this life has come with unbound possibilities.

Now making this grow, expand and burst into unboundedness is the most important responsibility.